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Disclaimer
This Presentation is for reference only and shall not constitute an offer or invitation to purchase or sell any securities of Golden Century
International Holdings Group LTD. (“ the Company ”). No part of this presentation material shall form the basis of any contract or
commitment. Do not rely on any part of this presentation material for any contract or commitment.
This material contains certain forward-looking statements relating to the business, financial performance, strategy and results of the
Company. Forward-looking statements are statements concerning future circumstances and results and any other statements that are
not historical facts. Forward-looking statements are statements concerning future circumstances and results, and any other statements
that are not historical facts, sometimes identified by the words, “expects”, “predicts”, “intends”, “plans”, “targets”, and similar expressions.
The forward-looking statements contained in this material are based on multiple assumptions and are subject to risks, uncertainties.
Therefore, neither the Company nor its affiliates or advisors or representatives nor any of its or their parent or subsidiary undertakings or
any such person’s officers or employees guarantees that the assumptions underlying such forward-looking statements are free from
errors nor does either accept any responsibility for the future accuracy of the forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation
or the actual occurrence of the forecasted developments. As a result, the Company expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to
release any update or revisions to any forward-looking statements in this Presentation as a result of any change in expectations or any
change in events, conditions, assumptions or circumstances on which these forward-looking statements are based. The Company shall
not be liable for any errors, omissions or inaccurate statements in this material.
By attending this Presentation you acknowledge that will be solely responsible for your own assessment of the market and the market
position of the Company and that you will conduct your own analysis and be solely responsible for forming your own view of the
potential future performance of the Company’s business.

Do not use, copy, distribute, share or disseminate this material in any other way.
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Company Overview

Group
Introduction
Business Overview
 Golden Century International Holdings Group LTD. is a comprehensive enterprise with a
global vision and diversified industries, its business integrates securities, funds, asset
management, insurance, clean energy and medical devices and epidemic-prevention
supplies and products business.
 The Group listed on the Main Board of the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (stock
code: 00091.HK) in 1981, based in Hong Kong for 40 years, and renamed to “Golden
Century International Holdings Group LTD.” in March 2020.
 The company moved into the Hong Kong landmark in June 2020 - the 45th whole floor of
Times Square as the headquarters of the Group.
The Group is committed to integrate high-quality global resources and build a

Mission

global comprehensive industry and finance platform to give a better creating,
managing and inheriting wealth for global customers and partners.

Business

Clean Energy, Finance, Medical devices and epidemic-prevention supplies
and products business
Securities, Futures, Investment Advice, Asset Management and Insurance

Financial
License

Broker Company
CE Number：BJD 407 GCINT (HK) Limited（Type 1 and 2 License）
CE Number：BJD 406 GCINT Asset Management Limited
（Type 4, 5 and 9 License）
IA Number： FB 1617 GCINT Wealth Management Limited

⚫ Canada Can-Elite Energy Limited
⚫ Hunan Shuo Hua Environmental and
New Materials Limited Liability Company
⚫ GCINT (HK) Limited
⚫ GCINT Asset Management Limited
⚫ GCINT Wealth Management Limited
⚫ New Smart Credit Service Limited

Milestone
2008

1998

2014-2020

Bother-sister Company—Shengda
The listed group successfully
Jinxi Group was established in
acquired 100% equity of Can-Elite
Hunan to provide an integrated
Energy to enter CBM exploration
diversified financial service
and development field in China.
management platform.

2020

Anhui Sunan Coalbed Methane
project was officially under
exploration and deep development.

2020

1981

2007

2013-2014

Management
Team
Mr. Pan Jibiao CEO and Chairman of The Board of Directors

Ms. Shao Yanxia Executive Director

 Mr. Pan received a PhD program in law from China University of Political
Science and Law. He was appointed as the chairman and an executive director
of the Company in December 2019 and was appointed as the Chief Executive
Officer in September 2019. Mr. Pan has twenty years of management and
investment experience in financial and treasury services in the PRC.
 The founder and chairman of Hunan Shengda Jinxi Financial Services Company
Limited, outstanding Chinese private entrepreneur and philanthropist.
 He is a founder of Yongzhou Jinxi Guarantee Company Limited and Hunan
Shengda Jinxi Financial Services Company Limited.

 Ms. Shao received master’s degree in business administration from Central
South University and bachelor’s degree in economics from Shandong
University of Finance. She was appointed as an executive director of the
Company in April 2020. Ms. Shao has extensive experience in the areas of
corporate management and investment.
 She worked for Founder Securities (Hong Kong) Limited as an executive
director of channel sales department from 2015 to 2019, where she was
responsible for managing the operation in Hong Kong.

Board of Directors Members
Mr. Shiu Shu Ming Non-Executive Director

Mr. Lai Kin Keung Independent Non-Executive Director

 Mr. Shiu received a bachelor’s degree in accountancy from the City University of Hong Kong and is a member of  Mr. Lai received Doctor of Philosophy degree in civil engineering from Michigan State University, United
States of American. He was appointed as an independent non-executive director of the Company in April
Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants. He was appointed as a non-executive director of the
2020. He is also the chairman of the Nomination Committee and a member of each of the Audit Committee
Company in March 2020.
and the Remuneration Committee.
 He has more than 20 years’ experience in corporate finance, mergers and acquisitions, initial public offerings
 He is currently a professor at the College of Economics, Shenzhen University and an honorary professor at
and fund raising exercises
the Department of Industrial and Manufacturing Systems Engineering, the University of Hong Kong.

Mr. Yeung Chi Wai Independent Non-Executive Director

Mr. Chan Yim Por Bonnie Independent Non-Executive Director

 Mr. Yeung was appointed as an independent non-executive director of the Company in April 2020. He is also a
 Mr. Chan was appointed as an independent non-executive director of the Company in July 2011. He is also
chairman of the Audit Committee and a member of each of the Nomination Committee and the Remuneration
the chairman of the Remuneration Committee and a member of each of the Audit Committee and the
Committee.
Nomination Committee of the Company.
 He has over 30 years of experience in accounting, finance and audit. He is the founder and director of Edwin
 He established his own firm, Messrs. Yeung & Chan, Solicitors in 1996 and is now sole proprietor of the
Yeung & Company (CPA) Limited.
firm.

Senior Management Team Members
Mr. Lee Kin Fai Chief Financial Officer and Company Secretary

Mr. Fung Fai Dennis Chief Talent Officer

 Mr. Lee holds a master's degree in business administration from the University of Manchester, and he is a  Mr. Feng holds a bachelor’s degree in statistics from University of Minnesota and a master's
degree in engineering management from University of Warwick.
senior accountant of the Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
 He has more than 20 years’ experience in financial management, mergers and acquisitions and company  He has more than 20 years of experience in salary strategy, talent development, and various incentive plan
and practical operations in the global financial market. Served as a director of a number of multinational
secretarial, and has served as an independent non-executive director of many listed companies.
management consulting companies, China business director and Asia Pacific consulting director.
Mr. Li Jian Hao Chief Investment Officer
 Mr. Lee holds a master's degree in Laws from Peking University and has completed MBA program from City
University of HK. He is a certified public accountant and lawyer.
 He obtains 15 years of experience in private equity, investment banking and lawyer services. He previously
worked for Feima Financial Holdings, Hong Kong South China Assets, Shenwan Hongyuan Securities and
Haitong Securities, whose assets under management exceed RMB 3 billion.
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Company Business

Business “Industry+Finance” Strategy
◆ CBM is eco-friendly and highly efficient natural
gas energy to reduce effectively greenhouse
gas emissions and improve environmental
benefits.
◆ Acquired Canada Can-Elite Energy Limited in
2008 and signed the 30-year “Strategic
Cooperation Agreement” for the exploration
and development of CBM resource in Huainan
with subsidiary of CNOOC——China United
Coalbed Methane Corp., Ltd., energy reserve
is tens of billions of cubic meters.
◆ Exploring and developing CBM with advanced
technology.
◆ CBM is a strategic resource and highly
concerned by the state to include in long-term
strategy of promoting the energy production
and consumption revolution. In the "Twelve
Five-Year Plan", the preferential policies of
“More Increment More Subsidies“ promoted
the development of CBM.
◆ The development of CBM complies with the
principles and trends of national sustainable
development and has the dual value and
significance of improving social and economic
benefits.

◆ The Group officially entered the medical
devices and epidemic-prevention supplies
and products business in May 2020.

Coalbed
Methane

Industry

Medical Devices &
◆ The first stage is mainly responsible for the
EpidemicPrevention Supplies production and sales of disposable surgical
mask and melt-blown used as mask filters.
& Products

◆ Successfully acquired
10
melt-blown
production lines will be put into trial
production in Hunan, China.
◆ In 2020, the global demand for medical care
is increasing and the public also pay more
attention to health and hygiene during covid19. According to
“Healthy China 2030
Planning Outline ” issued by The CPC
Central Committee and State Council,
estimated the scale of its market will exceed
16 trillion by 2030.
◆ The medical devices and epidemicprevention supplies and products business
is becoming a “sunrise industry” with great
economic value and development potential.
◆ The medical devices and epidemicprevention supplies and products business
is expected to bring new and sustainable
business growth to the Group.

Coalbed Methane Project
Business
——Anhui Sunan Coalbed Methane
The Group’s “AAA” project focuses on building the "211"
 “2”: Committed comprehensive cooperation with two major coal
industry groups in Huaibei and Wanbei in the cooperation zone
 “1”： Realized reserves of 10 billion cubic meters
 “1”： Target daily gas production million cubic meters

The total project area is 567.843 square kilometers.
Proven reserves is 3.158 billion cubic meters.
Cumulative investment of about RMB 200 million.
New Drilling Equipment：
Hydraulic Top Drive System
DQ20-LHY-Y integrates machine,
electricity and hydraulics.
Partner：Group's wholly-owned
subsidiary Canada Can-Elite
Energy Limited, China United
Coalbed Methane Corp., Ltd and
Beijing Sino-Welking Energy
Technology Service Co. Ltd.

Business “Industry+Finance” Strategy

Finance

The Group has different financial licenses
to provide customers
with a comprehensive financial platform
✓ Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission
Granted Financial License：
•

Type1 Dealing in Securities；

•

Type2 Dealing in futures contracts；

•

Type4 Advising on Securities；

•

Type5 Advising on futures contracts；

•

Type9 Asset Management.

✓ Hong Kong Insurance Authority Granted ：
a Licensed Insurance Broker Company
✓ Companies Registry and Hong Kong Police
Force Issued：Money Lenders License

Strategies
✓ The Group adopts a prudent attitude in
its investments and seeks suitable
investment portfolios to earn short- to
medium-term returns.
✓ Closely review the development of the
market to explore attractive investment
opportunities in order to bring good
investment returns to shareholders.
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Investment Highlights

Investment
Highlights
1. “Industry+Finance” Strategy
• Promising Future of Coalbed Methane Business
Coalbed methane is a high-quality, clean and efficient natural gas resource that is
stored in underground coal mines. It helps prevent coal mine accidents, reduce air
pollution, and can alleviate energy shortages and provide clean energy. Therefore,
national policies will encourage natural gas production and consumption, and
encourage Coalbed methane exploration and mining.
According to the estimate of International Energy Agency， the world's coalbed
methane resources amount to 260 trillion cubic meters, of which China's coalbed
methane resources amount to 36.8 trillion cubic meters, ranking third in the world and
have huge potential for future development.

• Fully Unleashed Financial Potential through Hong
Kong Capital Market
The company is building a full-licensed financial service platform at full speed. It will
take superiority of the platform advantages of listed companies to actively promote
the linkage of domestic and overseas businesses, provide customers with one-stop
cross-border financial services, and truly achieve seamless global asset allocation.
The company is committed to building a diversified corporation with “Industry +
Finance" strategy and driven by the integration of industry and finance.

Investment
Highlights
2. Professional Technical Team
• Possessed Advanced Mining Technology
The company's technical consultants have extensive experience in the oil and gas
industry. The top drive drilling device used in the development equipment of the
Sunan CBM project: hydraulic top drive DQ20-LHY-Y, is the latest type of drilling
device, suitable for cluster directional drilling, highly deviated wells, horizontal wells,
and more suitable for deep wells and ultra-deep wells, which can effectively save
drilling time and ensure the safety of operations.

• Established a Partnership with CNOOC Subsidiaries
Through its wholly-owned subsidiary Canada Can-Elite Energy Limited, the Group
and China United Coalbed Methane Co., Ltd. (a state-owned franchise company
currently 70% controlled by China National Offshore Oil Corporation) reached a
strategic partnership to jointly develop Anhui Province The coalbed methane project
in Sunan.
China National Offshore Oil Corporation is an enterprise mainly engaged in offshore
oil and natural gas development in China, and is the third largest state-owned oil
company in China. The cooperative relationship between the two parties fully reflects
that the company's business capabilities are well recognized by the industry.

Investment
Highlights
Yunan Branch

3. Built a Comprehensive Financial platform
• Relying on the Extensive Mainland Resource
Network of Brother-sister Companies
The brother-sister company of the Group, Hunan Shengda Jinxi Financial Services
Company Limited (“Shengda Jinxi Group”), has developed for 22 years after first
founded by the chairman of the Group in 1998, Mr. Pan Jibiao, now owns more than
100 branches. With more than 5 million investment users, it has developed into a
diversified comprehensive financial service platform centered on equity investment
services. Shengda Jinxi Group has accumulated extensive resources in the Mainland,
which will become a strong support force for the continuous development of Golden
Century International Holdings Group LTD.

• Financial Support from Significant Shareholder
The Chairman of the Group, Mr. Pan Jibiao, is a PhD in Economic Law from China
University of Political Science and Law. He’s also the founder and chairman of
Shengda Jinxi Financial Services Company Limited, the chairman of Hunan
Investment and Financing Chamber of Commerce（湖南省投融資商會）, and the
vice president of Hunan Charity Federation. The introduction of financial support from
the significant shareholder will help the Group achieve business breakthroughs.
Changsha Headquarter

Guangzhou Branch

Investment
Highlights

3 . Built a Comprehensive Financial platform
• Hold Multiple Licenses to Conduct Comprehensive
Financial Services
The company's subsidiaries have respectively Type 1, 2, 4, 5, and 9 financial licenses,
insurance broker company license and money lenders license to build a
comprehensive financial platform and promote the development of our financial
business.

• Incorporated in Hong Kong as an International
Financial Centre
The Group is incorporated in Hong Kong, supported by the mainland and targeting in
global market. Since its listing in 1981, through decades of accumulated service
experience and financial power, it has always paid attention to investing high-growth
industries, and continued to actively explore new regions and new areas.
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Development Strategy

Outlook
Create a global comprehensive industry and
finance platform driven by the strategy of
“Industry + Finance", and integrate high-quality
resources to create more new opportunities for
the Group.
Continue to develop Hong Kong financial service
business. Provide investors with qualified,
credible and efficient professional services such
as securities brokerage, advice on securities,
wealth management, asset allocation, etc.

Deeply cultivate mainland business. The Group has
taken the lead in the field of strategic resources. In
the future, we will continue to adapt to the market,
give full play to our advantages, and invest in the
expansion of the new real economy.

Outlook

Expand the global market, provide financial
services for global Chinese and international
cooperation under the "One Belt One Road";
further consolidate and develop international
business.

Incorporated in Hong Kong, supported by the mainland and targeting in global market
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Q&A

Golden Century International
Holdings Group LTD.

Contact Information
Hong Kong：45/F, Tower 1, Times Square,
Causeway Bay, Hong Kong
（852）2802-0006
Shenzhen：Room 2706, Zhuoyue Times
Square, Futian District, Shenzhen
（+86）0755-88377819

